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Suryodhan is a smart boy. He is worldly wise.
He is confident and knows how to talk to people from
different backgrounds.

His spoken English is very good. His written
English is also reasonably good.

You can give him a work and it will be done. If
the work entails hard work or dirtying ones hands, then
he will get it done without doing anything himself.

In our school, Suryodhan is peerless in putting
things off for the future, especially his academics.
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Suryodhan has very modest aims and
standards that he sets for himself. If others will
aim for 80%, he is satisfied with 50%. If he
was lacking in intelligence, one could have
overlooked this. Unfortunately he is a bright
boy and his lack of hard work is quite
unforgiveable. Especially when his aims and
desires for the future are, if anything, more
than others.

We would not go into the different
subjects. The story is the same. He
understands everything but does not work.



Sports
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Suryodhan has considerably improved in
basketball. Earlier he would only be telling others
what has to be done. Now he has started doing
things himself.

He is also passionate about football.
Suryodhan is a decent swimmer but does not
work hard.

His physique will improve once he starts
working harder in sports.
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Suryodhan sings well. He enjoys
singing in English and Hindi. If the pitch is high
and the tempo brisk, there is nothing more that
Suryodhan will desire.

He also plays good flute.

Music



Dance
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Suryodhan enjoys modern dances. Here 
he would work hard and try and bring perfection.
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Suryodhan is preparing for 10thNIOS board
exam. He will appear for the exam in Oct. 2018. He has
covered NIOS Book. He is very slow in solving problems.
He always needs push. He follows short cut methods to
write the answer and makes many mistakes in
calculations. He has good thinking ability and answers
questions mentally, but expressing on paper is poor. Most
of the time he drags himself due to his laziness and not
doing anything. He needs to wake up and work hard to
do well in examination.

Math (Self Report)



Science (Self Report)
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I am preparing for my board exams and I will
be appearing in October 2018.I have covered all the
chapters and I am having problem in the chapters
energy and magnetic effect of electric current. We had
gone to Delhi to revise the chapters which we felt were
difficult. We studied Biology with Veerinder Didi,
Physics with Prakash Bhaiya and Chemistry with Meeta
didi. I understood most of what we learnt in Delhi. I
sometimes score good and sometimes bad in the
revision tests. I keep fluctuating and I know the reason
is lack of concentration. I need to focus to score good
marks in the board examinations.
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